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IBM is addressing the evolving needs of its clients, while supporting their most mission-critical business
processes. The journey to cloud and AI for these processes requires hybrid cloud, which is inclusive of
private and public clouds, and addresses regulatory requirements, data localization, security, and
latency. But to become true digital enterprises, clients also need to unlock the value of their data. And
so today, it is important for clients to have data and cloud platforms working together to bring their
enterprises into the future. Over the last year, Ginni Rometty and IBM’s senior leadership have
discussed this shift to a digital era centered around hybrid and multi-cloud, underpinned by trust and
security.
As IBM prepares clients for the next chapter of digital reinvention, the company has made select
changes to its management system and organization structure, bringing together cloud and cognitive
software under one organization to more effectively address these evolving clients’ needs, and in
preparation for the acquisition of Red Hat. This better aligns IBM’s portfolio to the market and to
underlying business and operating models, reflecting the way the company now manages the business
and allocates resources. With these recent changes, IBM is updating its reportable segments in the first
quarter of 2019. This change to segment reporting does not impact IBM’s consolidated results.
2019 Segment Structure
As IBM helps clients with their journeys to cloud and AI, it leverages both innovative products and the
services and expertise to implement those technologies, through an integrated model. In 2019, the
company will report revenue and pre-tax income, along with external gross profit for five segments:
Cloud and Cognitive Software, Global Business Services, Global Technology Services, Systems, and
Global Financing. The company will also continue to report revenue for cloud and cloud as-a-Service, in
total and for each segment.

Summary of Segment Changes
The primary changes are driven by increasing requirements for tighter integration across hybrid cloud
and data/AI software, and the pending acquisition of Red Hat.
•

The company created the Cloud and Cognitive Software segment, which combines the
previously-reported Cognitive Solutions segment with Integration Software and security
services. This brings software platforms and solutions into one segment, further enabling IBM to
deliver integrated and secure cloud and data/AI solutions to its clients.

•

Red Hat will be aligned to the Cloud and Cognitive Software segment, accelerating the
company’s hybrid cloud strategy. The closing is subject to regulatory clearance, and continues
to be expected in the second half of 2019.

In addition, the company will present the results of the announced divested businesses in an “other”
category; realigning these businesses allows the company to better represent the ongoing operational
performance of the reportable segments. This does not change IBM’s consolidated results.
The following table summarizes the segment changes.

Cloud and Cognitive Software Segment Details
The company has also evolved the management system within the Cloud and Cognitive Software
segment, as it addresses the changing business environment. Within this segment the company will
report revenue for 1) Cognitive Applications; 2) Cloud and Data Platforms; and 3) Transaction Processing
Platforms.
•

Cognitive Applications represents software that addresses vertical and domain-specific
solutions, increasingly infused with AI. This includes areas such as health, financial services,
IOT solutions, The Weather Company, and security software and services. This content was
previously reported in Solutions Software (Cognitive Solutions), with the exception of security
services, which was reported in Infrastructure Services (Technology Services and Cloud
Platform segment).

•

Cloud and Data Platforms is the company’s distributed middleware and data platform software
critical for orchestration of multi-cloud environments, inclusive of public and private clouds. This
includes product areas such as WebSphere distributed, IBM Cloud Private, analytics platform
software (e.g. DB2 distributed, information integration, and enterprise content management),
and IOT, Blockchain, and AI platforms. This content was previously reported in Integration
Software (TS&CP) and Solutions Software. After closing, Red Hat revenue will be reported in

•

Cloud and Data Platforms.
Transaction Processing Platforms is our software that supports client mission critical onpremise workloads. This includes Transaction Processing Software such as CICS and storage
software, as well as the analytics and integration software running on IBM operating systems
(e.g DB2 and WebSphere running on zOS). The analytics software and integration software were
previously reported within Solutions Software and Integration Software respectively.

Global Technology Services Segment Details
Global Technology Services includes the content previously reported in Technology Services and Cloud
Platforms excluding Integration Software and security services which was previously reported in
Infrastructure Services. The content within Technology Support Services remains unchanged.
•

Infrastructure and Cloud Services delivers project services, managed and outsourcing services,
and continues to deliver cloud-based infrastructure services across public and private cloud.

•

Technology Support Services delivers comprehensive support services to maintain and improve
availability of client’s IT infrastructures.

Summary and Next Steps
In summary, this update aligns IBM’s reported segments to its management system, prepares for the
acquisition of Red Hat, and provides investors with additional transparency on certain elements of the
business. The company will begin reporting the new segments with the first quarter 2019 results in midApril. Two years of history will be provided ahead of IBM’s earnings release to allow investors to update
their models. In addition, the company plans to host an investor briefing focusing on its long-term
strategy and financial model after the closing of Red Hat later this year.

